
Here are a few slices of  my adventures in the strange and wonderful
world of  film production (and life itself) between 1972 and 1990.

When you see words enclosed in [brackets like this] those words are there
to clarify because of  something that I’ve not included. Of  course “...”
means that anything from a word to several pages has been omitted.

And when you see a character’s name in italics it’s a pseudonym.

Chapter 12: Carole King & W/O (1972–1974)

... Although I had retired from theatrical work [as an actor] I had stayed active in S. A. G. 
and my commercial agent, Lester Lewis, was still on the job. He sent me up for a Bic pen com-
mercial that was going to be directed by Mel Brooks. ...

When I arrived at the casting office there were four or five other actors there, all of them 
muscular and burly. I signed in and asked for a script and was told that the audition would be im-
provisational. That was cool, I could improvise. Most commercial auditions were for casting di-
rectors so when my turn came I was “trilled and delighted” to meet Mr. Brooks himself. He was 
friendly, funny and immediately put me at ease. He told me he was looking for a caveman and 
asked me to “do” one and work in the words Bic and banana. I bent over in my best chimpanzee 
impression, scratched myself, pounded my chest and grunted a few non-words and included bic 
and banana while glancing over my shoulders for approaching predators.

Mel roared with laughter and asked if I was available the next day to shoot a test for the 
client. I said I was. He went to the door and called the casting director over and said, “Send eve-
ryone home. I have my third caveman”. I was beside myself with elation. I was going to actually 
work with Mel Brooks. To quote Slim Pickens’ character from Blazing Saddles, “Piss on you. 
I’m workin’ for Mel Brooks!” ...

... You can see the final cut here.

... In April of ‘73 BC [my oldest friend, cinematographer, Bob Collins] was hired by Lou 
Adler, Carole King’s manager, to produce and direct the filming of Carole’s Central Park concert 
... He offered me the job of production manager and I, of course, accepted – having no idea of 
what I was getting myself into. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGAhBX2WDiE
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... the concert was on May 11th. BC came to the City about ten days before the event. 
There was a lot of planning (which I now know as preproduction) to do.

... It was time to learn about New York’s unions. The ... “IA”, was the biggie covering all 
the film and stage crafts. BC was a member of the Hollywood local for cameramen and he told 
me to call the New York local. ... They assigned us a Gaffer (chief lighting technician) Milty 
Moshlack and a Key Grip (I didn’t know what he did), Hugo Dominic.

I met Milty and Hugo for the first time about a week before the event when we had our 
initial preproduction meeting ...

When the meeting broke up Milty, Hugo and I went to the site in Central Park ...
When the three of us got into the elevator, repeating my pattern from the Neil Diamond 

job, [my first shoot as production manager, Three Stages Chapter 11] I told them that my experi-
ence consisted of four small shoots with relatively tiny crews and that I was in way over my 
head. I was relying on them to keep me out of trouble. When I look back on this after thirty plus 
years of working with IA crews, it was a big risk. There are many guys I’ve worked with that 
would have taken advantage of my inexperience and screwed me royally but I got lucky with 
these two men. They were both honorable gentlemen and became my “Dutch Uncles”. They 
taught me every step of the way and are largely responsible for my being able to manage the 
production without making a fool of myself.

 ... We rented a Winnebago, got the City to allow us to park it next to where the stage was 
being built as our on site production office and somehow managed to get the phone company to 
install two lines.

 The stage construction began the day before the concert and it was done by members of 
IA Local 1, the theatre stagehands  Yet another union to deal with.

 ... We brought in the rarely seen and long gone Tyler Moxie Mount, which was designed 
to hang a camera and operator from a construction crane. It's most famous appearance was carry-
ing Peter O'Toole around the movie set-within-a-movie in The Stunt Man. ... 

By the day before the concert I was in a state of near panic. As I said, production man-
agement wasn’t rocket science but I was quickly learning that it was crisis management. I tried 
mightily just to handle one thing at a time but sometimes three or four things were blowing up at 
once and I felt almost as though I were in a war. I was dealing with a union crew of approxi-
mately 100 people made up of members of three different locals. The whole thing was nearly 
overwhelming.

 ... The Moxie Mount hung from a construction crane over the stage all right but we dis-
covered on the day that something was wrong with it. The thing was not controllable, it just kept 
spinning randomly. I think the camera operator got motion sickness. ...

 Both our phones were constantly busy on the shoot day. Late in the morning a telephone 
operator interrupted a conversation and put through an emergency call from Betsy. The Team-
sters’ union was trying to reach me. She said that they had told her that if I didn’t get in touch 
with them immediately they would shut down our entire operation. I'd never heard of them but I 
called. I was told in a somewhat hostile and intimidating way that I should have called them days 
ago and that I “needed”, I’ve forgotten exactly how many but maybe a dozen of their men. I 
apologized for my ignorance explaining that I was new at this and that they should send as many 
men as necessary. (I've had great relations with the Teamsters ever since that day.) 
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 By four o’clock the Great Lawn was overflowing. Our ... crew had erected several sets of 
risers (scaffolding) for both lights and camera positions. The lighting ones were eighteen feet 
high and those for cameras were six and twelve feet. Cops were guarding the risers but the crush 
of the crowd swamped the police and people, mostly kids, began to climb the towers.

... [The rest of this story is in the book.] 

... [Fall 1973] ...  a recruiting commercial for Cazenovia, a small college in upstate New 
York. Chuck Sloan [Wakford/Orloff exec producer] assigned me as producer. It was an important 
milestone for me.

All I remember about this job other than [that] ... the campus was lovely, is an incident 
with the local constabulary. We were shooting in the gym shortly after lunch when a PA (Produc-
tion Assistant) came to me and said there was a cop outside who wanted to speak to whoever was 
in charge. I went out and the cop was eyeing our truck which was parked at the curb. He in-
formed me that if we didn’t move it he was going to have to give us a parking ticket. I started 
trying to figure out where we could put it. There was gear on the lawn near the truck and all sorts 
of stuff would have to be moved. I asked him to give me a minute and as I was heading back to 
the gym to get some crew I had a thought. Going back to the cop I asked him how much the 
ticket would cost. He said, “Two dollars.” I replied, “Officer, do your duty.”

Chapter 13: Manny, Quicksilver and Ansel Begins (1974–1975)

... In May [’74] ... AT&T [was] planning a series of two, two-minute documentary style 
commercials. ...

 I learned of this when David Johnson, Ansel’s executive producer called me in for an 
interview. I’d been recommended to produce the job by my former partner, Gary Young who was 
hired to shoot second camera. I got the job.

...In late June our (very) small crew headed west. In addition to Ray, Gary and me there 
was Kit Whitmore (AC - assistant cameraman) and Juan Rodriguez (Sound). That was it. We 
took two Eclair 16mm cameras, a few small reflectors and Juan’s gear. Accompanying us was 
one agency guy, a writer/producer who was a very nice fellow. 

...  James Roanhorse [Navajo guide/translator] was waiting for us when we arrived at the 
motel. “The” motel is correct, as it was the only one for miles and miles. I suppose my history of 
watching Westerns and The Lone Ranger caused me to expect that an Indian with such an im-
pressive name would look like Jay Silverheels, Ned Romero or Ed Ames. Wrong. Jimmy looked 
more like Wally Cox. He was short, skinny and wore thick horn-rimmed glasses and a big cow-
boy hat. However he was a very nice and accommodating young man and we all grew fond of 
him over the coming days.

 The day we arrived Jimmy took us to meet our subjects. From a New Yorker’s perspec-
tive, Window Rock is very nearly the middle of nowhere. The actual middle of nowhere was the 
home of our featured Navajos. 



That’s my shadow and this is where our family lived.

 Our main character was the father, Mister Dibe, a shepherd. With Jimmy’s assistance he 
showed us around and told us about his daily routine which began at dawn when he drove this 
sheep to their grazing area in a picturesque canyon not far from the house and sheep pen. He was 
reticent and standoffish and we began to feel a bit chary about our prospects, but he was our star 
and we had to find a way to make it work

 I’m not certain how many were in the Dibe family but at least three (maybe four) genera-
tions were represented. They all, eight or nine people, lived in this one room house with no elec-
tricity or running water. Each one of them who appeared on-camera was to receive S.A.G. scale 
(about $250 in those days) for each day they were photographed. We were told that the house-
hold income for this family was about $3,000 a year so this was going to be a major windfall for 
them.

 The next morning we left our motel at 4:00 AM, cameras loaded, for the hour drive to 
the location. We arrived just before dawn and were set up and ready to shoot when Dibe rode his 
horse to the sheep pen. With both cameras rolling we got some beautiful shots lit by the rising 
sun. We needed to get ahead of him to shoot the entrance to the grazing canyon and Jimmy asked 
him to stop until we could get ready. He refused. He was driving his sheep and we were free to 
shoot him but he would not alter his routine.

I must tell you about this canyon. The picture of the Dibe house gives you the idea of the 
general environment in which these folks lived. I wish I had a shot of the canyon where the 
shepherd and his sheep spent their days. This was as different as you can imagine from the pla-
teau. A steep path led down from the sheep pen into an amazingly verdant ravine. A cold clear 
stream gurgled at the bottom. The sounds of the stream, the bleating of the sheep and their bells 
reverberated off the rocky walls creating a sort of natural music. The whole setting was breath-
takingly beautiful.



 This impasse remained in effect for the next four hours and while we were able to get 
some usable footage the situation was difficult to say the least. By 9:00 the temperature was ap-
proaching 100° and we wrapped and arranged to go back late in the afternoon.

 Dehydrated, hungry and disheartened we returned to the motel and sucked down a few 
cold Coors while Kit de-dusted the cameras and magazines. His was the toughest job on the 
shoot assisting two cameras in the desert but he did it without (much) grousing.

... Meanwhile Ray, Gary, the agency guy and I were discussing the Dibe problem and 
what we could do about it. ...

[You know where to find the outcome of this dilemma.]

Chapter 14: Ansel & est (1975–1976)

  My first day, [as manager of Ansel Productions’ studio] Monday 26 September the call 
time was 6:00 AM. We had a Ray Baker job going on location and a Jerry Ansel shoot in the stu-
dio. I went with Ray.

... I got home around 8:00 and Betsy asked what my call time was for Tuesday. I said 
5:30. 

... The rest of this first week is a blur except for the fact that each night I got home later 
and each morning my call seemed to be earlier ...

... During my [eight month] matriculation at the “Ansel University of Film” [as Studio 
Manager] the only big name I recall working with was Tony Randall. What the product was, who 
knows?

There’s a lot of opinion on both sides of the typecasting question regarding actors. It is a 
well established fact that many movie stars of the Big Studio period nearly always played virtu-
ally the same character. Only rarely did, say, Gregory Peck play a bad guy and if he did the char-
acter had some specific kind of integrity such as Jimmy Ringo in The Gunfighter or Captain 
Ahab in Moby Dick. The point is that the most successful movie and TV actors rarely strayed 
from a certain type, and often this type was very close to their real personality.

Mr. Randall was Felix Unger. He was neither a disagreeable nor an unfriendly man but he 
was persnickety to a fault. Having recently quit his cigarette habit he would tolerate no smoking 
anywhere near him. In those days more than half the people smoked and it was not forbidden 
even on a sound stage – unless Tony Randall was in the cast. We had been warned about this and 
the smoking lamp had not been lit.

All went well until late morning when, right in the middle of a take, Randall stopped and 
said in stentorian tones, “Someone is smoking!”

We all looked around but there was no malefactor in sight. Mr. Randall – nobody called 
him Tony – was adamant. So I was dispatched to find the culprit.

It was a small studio and completely sealed (for sound) so I went out the padded door and 
sniffed no fumes in the office. I was bewildered. Finally I went out the main door and there, on 
the sidewalk, were two guys talking and one of them was smoking. I politely requested that they 
move down the block which, fortunately, they did.



We took a short break while the exhaust fan was run and I posted one of my boys on the 
sidewalk on nicotine patrol. The shoot continued and we finished the day without further un-
pleasantness.

With that one exception Tony Randall was very agreeable, professional and easy to work 
with.

Chapter 16: Distant Locations (1977–1979)

 Sometime in late ‘77 or early ‘78 David Johnson (formerly of Ansel Productions) be-
came exec producer for N. Lee Lacy Associates, a big, bi-coastal commercial production com-
pany. They had four or five directors in LA and an equal number in New York [DJ hired me as a 
freelance producer to work with many of them] one of whom was also a DP (Director of Photog-
raphy), Don Guy.

... [Over the next two or three years I did over a dozen shoots with Don as his producer/
AD.] ...

The shoot we did for the National Council on Child Abuse ... was a Public Service An-
nouncement, as such spots are called. The tag line for the piece was “Help destroy a family tradi-
tion” and it was based on a statistic which showed that a very high percentage (in the upper 
eighties or low nineties) of people who are incarcerated for violent crimes were abused as chil-
dren. 

So Don and I went to Kansas State Penitentiary where all the inmates are lifers who have 
been convicted of violent crimes. ... We had to interview inmates (never called prisoners) and, 
without them knowing the purpose of the interview, find out which had been abused children. We 
were scheduled to begin the interviews on Friday morning but when we arrived in Kansas City 
on Thursday and called the Warden we were told we’d have to wait at least twenty-four hours 
because the joint was in lock-down. A CO (Corrections Officer – never called guards) had been 
stabbed in the heart and killed by an inmate using (are you ready?) a Bic pen.

Saturday afternoon we began the interviews. Lifers in a place like this rarely have the op-
portunity to talk with outsiders so they were all loquacious. A few were even eloquent and we 
heard some harrowing stories. Practically all of them volunteered their tales of abuse so we had a 
sizable pool from which to choose our on-camera guys. The original plan had been to do the 
same at a nearby women’s prison and bring a couple of women to shoot in the men’s facility but 
the authorities decided that was not a good idea and so we hired a local actress and Betsy (a SAG 
member) came along as “talent”. She’s the white woman in the middle of the spot. (Youtube link 
below)

Neither [of us] will ever forget the last man you see in the PSA. His name was Tom 
Royal and he was in for armed robbery, kidnapping a highway patrolman and transporting him 
across a state line. If he ever got out of this prison he had another life sentence awaiting him in 
Oklahoma. But Tom was okay with that. He told Betsy that his work was in prison. He had dis-
covered a book, Be Here Now, by Ram Dass that had changed his life. From this book he had 
learned to meditate and was now teaching meditation to other inmates. He was completely at 
peace with himself and his situation. A remarkable fellow. It was from Tom that I first experi-
enced the phenomenon known as “jail-house pronunciation”. Having never heard Ram Dass’ 



name spoken by anyone else he pronounced it “Rammed Ass”. Even though he didn’t know the 
proper way to say the name, he certainly got the message of the books. When we got home Betsy 
sent Tom several more Ram Dass books.

Other inmates with whom we became acquainted were not so enlightened. We had as an 
inmate liaison a trustee named Terry, who had a Masters Degree in engineering. He, like many of 
his fellows, worked out with weights. He was in his mid-twenties, about six-feet-two, quiet and 
well muscled. He was eager to tell his story. Right after he finished grad school his girl friend 
was working in a convenience store. One night when he dropped by around her quitting time he 
saw her get into a car with the store manager. He followed in his pickup truck and when they 
parked at a make-out spot Terry took his shotgun off the rack and blew both their heads off. He 
seemed satisfied with the justice of this act and said that in the same circumstances he’d do it 
again. Aside from this little character flaw he was a very nice and helpful guy.

... One of several things we were cautioned about was our tools. All the technicians have 
tool kits with many potential weapons in them (Bic pens?) so we were told to keep a close eye on 
the kits. Ira [Brenner, AC] was given an empty cell for the camera gear and his kit and a CO was 
assigned to watch it. But after the first ten or fifteen minutes of the shoot day we forgot all about 
the caution. ... [There’s a lot more...]

Here’s the finished PSA.
... The only one of Don’s jobs for which I have a firm date is the Phillips Petroleum spot: 

June of 1979. It was the most logistically intensive shoot I ever produced for a single thirty-
second commercial.

The subject was reflection seismology, one of the the techniques used for oil exploration 
... by petroleum geologists and geophysicists to map and locate potential petroleum reservoirs. ...

There were three locations for this commercial: two in the southern Arizona wilderness 
and one in a Louisiana bayou. ...

... Except for the fact that they involved a team of “jug hustlers” [reflection seismologists] 
and all their (then) hi-tech gear, I don’t remember the actual content of any of the shots Don did 
on this job. All I remember is the logistics, which were daunting.

The first location in Arizona was, like the Navajo shoot (Chapter 13), another middle of 
nowhere site. About seventy miles east of Tucson is the old town of Tombstone, made famous in 
Western Movies. Another twenty miles down an unpaved road is the “town” of Gleeson, which 
(at that time) consisted of a general store/saloon/ post office and a stop sign. Our location was in 
the badlands another ten or fifteen miles from there, near the Mexican border. No roads at all. 
Obviously we were using four-wheel drive vehicles. How we found and how Don selected this 
spot I no longer have any idea but find it we did.

The first setup was a sunrise shot so we had to navigate this wasteland, which was criss-
crossed with gullies and dry stream beds, in the dark. Anticipating this we had gotten some fluo-
rescent orange ribbons of the type that surveyors use to mark our route into the site. We tied 
strips to bushes and cacti as we made our way back out to the dirt road.

The next morning (if you consider 3:00 AM morning) our sizable caravan bravely set out 
for the serious boondocks. When we reached our jumping-off point near Gleeson it was still 
dark, of course, and we discovered that our marker ribbons were considered a delicacy by some 
of the local fauna. At least half of them had been eaten but fortunately the beasties were unfamil-
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iar with knots and enough remnants had survived for us to, with considerable difficulty, make it 
to our chosen spot.

... During the dusk portion of the shoot we were visited by some rather large bovine crea-
tures with extraordinary horns and bad attitudes. One of the local guys distracted them suffi-
ciently to protect life and limb (and cameras) and another potentially ruinous situation was 
avoided.

We wrapped at dark. ... By then what had remained of our markers was long gone and we 
damn near didn’t find the road.

... [After the following day’s shoot on a mountainside] ... [we] were off to New Orleans.

... [While scouting the location we had found] Cajun boatmen who took us [into the 
swamp] ...

About the Cajuns: They were strange. Like Gypsies, they are chary of us white men. 
They are also white but consider themselves apart from the rest of us. But they were accommo-
dating. The only problem I had with them was that they wouldn’t give us a price for their serv-
ices. This made me (and especially DJ) a bit nervous. But no matter how I explained the prob-
lem, my budget etc. they simply wouldn’t say what their charges would be. However since they 
were the only game in town, as it were, I went along and hired them. This is the only time in my 
forty years of production work that I couldn’t get at least an estimate up front.

The day before the shoot we all went to the location. We drove about an hour out of New 
Orleans to the Cajun’s compound. There we boarded a couple of large power cruisers and started 
up a river to the swamp. 

After thirty or forty minutes we changed into several outboard motor boats for another 
fifteen or twenty minutes and finally into a flotilla of pirogues. These are small, flat-bottomed 
boats. Propelled by poles, the design allows the pirogue to move through the very shallow water 
of marshes and swamps.



Once again we city slickers were in the middle of yet another nowhere, a beautiful and 
vibrant nowhere teeming with life much of which seemed alien and a bit scary. Having found the 
magic spot we hung some of the Spanish moss. Around sunset when the light was right Don was 
able to determine the camera and boat positions for the next afternoon. We left a pirogue full of 
moss to use the next day. ... [There were alligators.]

Chapter 17: The Guild & Four Marathons (1978–1979)

... [On a shoot with Andreas Zahler] ... The next day we had a flatbed truck upon which to 
mount the Ferrari for car interior running shots. With a normal car, shots like this would be ac-
complished by using car mounts – giant suction cups which would adhere firmly to a door, hood 
or trunk and allow a small camera to be attached directly to the vehicle. Because we were work-
ing with not just a car but a $150,000 (1978) work of automotive art this was not doable. The 
idea was that with the car on the flatbed we would mount cameras on the truck bed while it 
cruised through the scenery carrying the Ferrari. The actor would act as though he was driving. 
Well it didn’t turn out quite that way.

In the motel parking lot we got the Ferrari up onto the truck, the first mount positioned 
and the driver into place. A small generator was also on the truck and Frost began lighting the car 
while Andreas framed his shot. He asked Fang to get a small, leafy limb from a nearby tree and 
mount it in front of one of the lights. One thing led to another and to make a long story short, we 
spent the entire day in the lot waving tree branches and shaking the Ferrari to simulate move-
ment. The truck bearing the Ferrari never left the parking lot. This became the most expensive 
stationary camera position in my career. ...

Chapter 18: The Italians – Licata & Ficalora (1980–1983)

... We were in Hartford, CT and the spot featured one of the bank’s revolutionary new 
automatic teller machines. ... The ATM was in the lobby of the bank enclosed by floor to ceiling 
windows. Under ordinary circumstances this presented a challenging lighting situation. But ours 
was made more formidable by an odd-lots bargain store across the street with gaudy flashing 
light bulbs of various uncomely colors. As was common practice I sent a PA over to politely re-
quest that their exterior lights be turned off for a few minutes while we got our shot. The PA re-
turned and said the owner declined the request.

Bobby Provenzano [prop master] was standing next to me when the kid made the report 
and he said, “I’ll go talk to the guy.” 

For those of you who don’t know, La Cosa Nostra was (maybe still is) reputed to be very 
big in that city. Anthony Provenzano was thought to be a Caporegime in the Genovese crime 
family so the name was well known in Hartford. About a minute after Bobby entered the store 
the whole building went dark. Bobby came back and I asked him what happened. He grinned and 
reported, “I said ‘my name is Mister Provenzano and I’d appreciate it if you would turn off your 
lights.’ The guy’s face went white and he threw the main switch.” Bobby was a good man to 
have on your crew for many reasons.



We wrapped in time for M*A*S*H in Ken’s [Licata, director] room where he and Ken, Jr. 
were dressed in green scrubs. It was a party.

Chapter 19: Backtracking – Screenplays and Other Adventures (1976–1985)

... Sometime in here I started jogging. ... We live a block from Riverside Park which is a 
wonderful place to run. ...

For those of you not intimately familiar with Manhattan, the Upper West Side – like 
many sections of our small island – attracts a demographically and politically specific popula-
tion. I have heard it referred to as several kinds of ghetto: Musicians, Actors, Writers, Liberals. 
You can cast a movie or a play, put together an orchestra, a political movement or a film crew in 
this neighborhood by hollering out the window. Okay, that’s an exaggeration but you get my 
point. ...

Five years before he achieved national recognition in the TV series Mod Squad we saw 
Clarence Williams, III in William Hanley’s short lived (88 performances) but stirring play on 
Broadway, Slow Dance on the Killing Ground. Clarence played Randall, a petty but snappily 
dressed thief. In the second act Randall is in a verbal duel with the young homeless girl when she 
nails him with a zinger about his wardrobe.

So one morning I’m running down the park when who do I see coming toward me but 
Randall himself, Mr. Williams III. Not only that but he’s snappily – if somewhat bizarrely – 
dressed in a designer running suit, colorful stocking cap and opaque shades. His jogging style 
makes it clear that he is a natural athlete but his mien is distant and robotic; head straight front, 
face expressionless he seems in a world of his own.

Nearly every day for more that a week we pass one another, both going and coming, at 
around the same spot and his behavior and wardrobe are consistent. On the fourth or fifth day, as 
is my wont with regular co-runners, I nod in friendly recognition and, surprisingly, the mechani-
cal Mr. Williams III returns the small gesture of awareness. This pattern repeats for a couple of 
days then one morning I have a brainstorm. As we approach within a few feet of one another I 
speak the girl’s line from the play:

“Where’d you get that outfit, Randall, Barney’s boy’s town?”
Clarence bursts into laughter, stops and offers a high five. We slap hands and continue, 

chuckling, on our way.
We continue the passing pattern for several more days but now our nods of greeting are 

accompanied by mutual broad smiles. I left town for a job on location and we have not met 
again. ...

Chapter 20: The Japanese (1979–1983)

Not long after being accredited by the DGA (Directors Guild of America) to work as a 
First AD, I was hired by George Braun, the owner of a production house modestly called Perfect 
Marketing Company – PMC, for short. ...

PMC’s business was providing services, local contacts and crews, for Japanese produc-
tion companies shooting in the U S. ...



In July of 1981 I did the first of three shoots for Nissan cars (Japan) with Paul Newman. 
He didn’t do commercials for our TV but he did for theirs and all his (considerable) fees went to 
the Newman’s Own Foundation (as did all the profits from the foods sold under the “Newman’s 
Own” label). 

... In my actor period as well as in my producer/AD period I worked with a lot of stars, 
many of whom I’ve already written about and a few more to come, but Paul was in a class by 
himself. Not only was he one of our greatest actors he was one of the all-time biggest movie 
stars. And he was the most easygoing, down-to-earth guy one could ever meet. The first indica-
tion I got of his attitude was that, in their excessive kowtowing to him, the Japanese had hired a 
limo to drive him to location. He would have none of that and drove himself to the location. Paul 
Newman wanted no special treatment. ...

Newman-san with Ben-san at Lime Rock

... The following May we did the third (and last) Nissan shoot with Paul at the famous 
Daytona NASCAR track in Florida. This time the car was a really souped-up sporty model that 
was advertised as though it was a race car. Paul loved driving the thing. Speaking of things he 
loved: the only perks he tolerated were that his Winnebago be stocked with Budweiser, popcorn 
and Haagen-Dazs rum raisin ice cream. But I digress.

PMC housed the crew in a nice hotel right on the beach and had put Paul in a different, 
much more upscale, place a couple of miles away. After the first day’s shoot we Americans and 
the Japanese were in our hotel dining room sitting at a large round table having just ordered din-
ner when Paul walked in. He came over to me and asked if there was room for one more. We 
grabbed a chair, scooted everyone over and the waitress brought another place setting. When she 
saw Paul she nearly fainted but regained her professionalism and gave him a menu.



He asked me why the hell he had been isolated and said he’d rather be with the crew. By 
now he was used to the Japanese kissing his ass but he wasn’t fond of being given star treatment. 
I told George and he immediately dispatched a PA to move Paul to our hotel. 

So Newman-san joined in the conversation telling jokes and swapping stories about weird 
things that had happened on other shoots. Had you not recognized him you would have thought 
he was just one of the crew, albeit the handsomest. ... [More and funny in the book.]

Chapter 21 Iris (1981 - 1986)

Morty Dubin: ... was my favorite exec producer from my AD years. He hired me to AD 
for three (that I can recall) of his other directors after Ken [Licata] brought me into the company 
and once he learned to trust me he never interfered with the work. He asked short questions and 
liked short answers unlike some exec producers who always wanted a detailed blow by blow of 
anything untoward that ever happened on a shoot.

... Iris Films had on staff the very best line producer with whom I ever worked: Ellen 
Rappaport. 

... the [best] of the other three directors I worked with there was Richard Avedon. Yes, 
that Avedon. Most people don’t know that the great photographer also directed TV commercials.

When he died in 2004 at 81 we lost a great guy.

... [Between ’81 and ’86 I did dozens of shoots with “Dick”.]
The biggest job I ever did with him was the famous (or infamous) series of four commercials for 
Calvin Klein’s Obsession. …

... [The] DP [was] one of the best: Nestor Almendros. Before coming to the US he had 
been the favorite cameraman of Eric Rohmer and François Truffaut. And a few years before, 
Nestor had won the cinematography Oscar for Days of Heaven. He had begun to shoot commer-
cials between features.  ...



Nestor strolled in a little after eight AM ... and I introduced myself and chatted with him 
while we had coffee. I was shocked by the thickness of his glasses. I later learned that – ironi-
cally – one of our greatest cinematographers was slowly losing his eyesight.

After the pleasantries he asked me what we were supposed to be doing, as neither Dick 
nor the cast were present. I told him it was the first of two pre-light days. This was an alien con-
cept to him. “How can I light the set until I see the actors in it and know what the action is?” he 
replied. I was at a loss. Pre-light days are (or were then) common practice for big sets on many 
movies and commercials. The DP and his crew (never worked with a lady DP) would rig the ba-
sic illumination and then refine it on the shoot day. Nestor was having none of it.

A major prop in the spots was a chess set and there were four or five for Dick and Nestor 
to choose from so for that and the next day we [the lighting crew and me] all played chess.

On day three Dick, ... and the talent arrived. Dick, Nestor and I conferred. They did most 
of the talking. Actually, Nestor did, explaining to Dick how he needed to see some action in or-
der to light. I got the somewhat flustered director aside and suggested that he bring the actors 
out, place them around the set, have them walk back and forth so Nestor could see something and 
get to work. So that’s what we did.

It took the electric and grip crew, under Nestor’s direction, about half an hour to set the 
lights and for the rest of the shoot barely an instrument was moved except for eye and edge 
lights. The man knew his business. ... 

The shoot proceeded in fits and starts. The lead model was pretty wooden but she wasn’t 
dumb and seemed to be picking up some pointers from the two skilled actors playing the older 
couple. Jean-Marc Barr, the young man, went on to a successful career in movies, mostly French. 
His first notable role in a movie with wide US distribution was as the diver in The Big Blue with 
Jean Reno and Rosanna Arquette, my high school pal Mike’s daughter.

As planned, during the fifth and sixth shoot days we reshot much of our leading lady’s 
close-ups and two shots and she was noticeably better as an actor. ...

Throughout the shoot I was fascinated by the dance of deference Dick and Nestor did to-
gether. Each had enormous respect for the other and when they disagreed on camera placement 
or the framing of a shot it was fun to watch them work it out.

A few months later on another shoot I told Dick about my observation. He laughed and 
said that it was fun for him too. He also told me that I should have been with him in Rome where 
he shot a Chanel #5 spot with Sven Nykvist. “Sven wouldn’t even tell me where he wanted to 
put the camera. I had to watch him walk around the set and when he would stop and clasp his 
hands behind his back I knew where he wanted it,” Dick said. [More good Avedon stories...]

... In early December of ‘81 Morty asked me to come in for a meeting. He had recently 
signed an English director Howard Guard who, while quite brilliant, had a reputation for being 
difficult to work with. ... [Here there is a long amazing story about my – AD record – three jobs 
with Mr. Guard and, for the only time in my career, the day I blew up and with a lot of very loud 
profanity, walked off a job. It’s all in the book.]

Chapter 23: The French (1980 & 1986)



Not long after I got into the DGA Betsy Reid was hired as production manager for the 
two week U S shoot on a French TV movie, La Guerre des Insectes. (War of the Bugs) ...

It was summertime and the streets of midtown Manhattan were teeming with crowds 
comprised of both locals and throngs of tourists. ... we had a series of setups both inside and out-
side the main post office across from Penn Station. The most difficult shot was on the long, 
broad staircase facing Eighth Avenue. 

[Director] Peter between me and camera, Kit Whitmore blue shirt, Fang on the right

The action was that the bad guy, fleeing two FBI agents, runs out the door and down the 
stairs. Seeing a girl sitting on the steps eating a sandwich, he grabs her bicycle and dashes into 
the traffic pedaling north on Eighth, thereby losing his pursuers.

On a feature movie with a normal budget or even on a high end commercial, the avenue 
would have been blocked off and filled with picture cars driven by teamsters and precision driv-
ers. The sidewalk would have been populated by extras so the entire situation was under the con-
trol of me and my team. However this was not a normally budgeted picture and we had to “steal” 
the shot. This meant that we had to mislead our movie cops because they would have never let us 
get away with it. There is no better way to distract a NYC cop than with a cute girl so I assigned 
the task to the attractive and resourceful Ms Reid. And she did a splendid job.

We had three cameras set for this shot because a) we needed it from more than one angle 
and b) we only wanted to do it once. We didn’t even rehearse it, just carefully mapped out the 
action and made sure everyone knew his assignment. When everything was set I spoke quietly 
into my walkie-talkie, “Roll cameras... and action.”



The bad guy burst out the door followed closely by the FBI agents. He bounded down the 
stairs, grabbed the bike and headed for the street. The bike girl started screaming and just before 
the malefactor hit Eighth Avenue an heroic, goodhearted New Yorker grabbed him. Oy veh! New 
York, New York.

The poor guy was immediately surrounded by several of the crew before he had a chance 
to beat up the frightened actor. I explained that we were making a movie and thanked him for 
being a good citizen. He didn’t know whether to be embarrassed or proud.

Somehow Betsy had gotten our cops far enough away from the scene that they were un-
aware of the event and we quickly reset and got the shot perfectly on the second take. [More...]

Chapter 24: The Good, the Bad and the Strange (1981–1986)

... this chapter is a potpourri of [thirteen] directors I worked with between ‘81 and ‘86. ...
Bill Fertik was (is still, I suppose) a hoot and the only Academy Award winning director I 

ever worked with. In 1973 Bill’s The Bolero won the Best (short) Documentary Oscar. He pri-
marily made his living (and a good one) directing commercials. 

... Over the next two or three years Bill was a regular client and was mostly fun to work 
with. ...

Of all the commercials I did with Bill the most memorable by far were the three we made 
for Puritan Oil. They were all on city locations and pretty simple celebrity endorsement spots. 
What made them memorable was the celebrity involved, the inimitable and contumacious John 
Houseman.

The general public only knew Mr. Houseman from his Oscar winning role as the profes-
sor in Paper Chase (the movie and the TV series) but that was merely the icing on his formidable 
theatre and movie career cake. (More about cake is coming.) ...

He had a wicked, dry sense of humor. While we were shooting in the library of the NYC 
Explorers’ Club there was difficulty with the noise made by a chair in which he was seated. 
Every time he moved the leather cushion would rub against the leather back and cause an intesti-
nal gaseous sonancy. Our sound man, Gary Rich, was going nuts with blankets, talcum powder 
etc. but after each remedial attempt the unseemly auditory annoyance would persist.

Finally after rising and being re-seated four or five times when Gary was still unsatisfied 
Mr. Houseman declared, “It’s not the chair, young man. I am faahting. Now let’s get on with it.” 
...

Chapter 25: Two More Italians, Sing-Sing & a Greek (1981–1990)

... The ... [director Ed Libonati] shoot was for Sports Illustrated; Billie Jean King, Arthur 
Ashe and Joe Frasier. All three of them were personable and professional and a pleasure to meet. 
Each one said a single line related to one of their famous events. I think Billie Jean’s was related 
to her defeat of Bobby Riggs. I don’t remember what Arthur’s was about but both of them were 
sharp, and quick and well able to give Ed several variations on line readings.

Then there was Smokin’ Joe Frasier. The man’s corporeal intensity was palpable. Even 
though he was warmly friendly and funny there was something scary about him. He was so 



physically powerful that I found myself wanting to keep my distance. This was the first man ever 
to defeat Muhammad Ali!

Joe’s line was: “It was the thrilla in Manila.” He didn’t have it memorized. But after a 
few rehearsals he got it. Then it was time for the variations. After several standard directions 
along the lines of, “Okay, Joe, this time I want to know where the fight was.”

“It was the thrilla in Manila.”
“Great, Joe. Now, tell us where the fight took place.”
“It was the thrilla in Manila.”
“Teriffic, Joe. Was this the only thrilla in Manila?”
“It was the thrilla in Manila.”
“Much better, Joe. How many thrillas were there?”
“It was the thrilla in Manila.”
And it went on this way for at least twenty takes and every single time Joe’s reading was 

exactly the same. It seemed as though Eddie was directing a tape recorder. And finally realizing 
that Mr. Frasier had taken a few too many blows to the head, Ed threw in the towel. ...

Chapter 26:That’s a Wrap – or is it a Pizza? (1985–1989)

... By the first of June [’89] I had [directed] eight [two camera video] shows..., four of 
them live switched so I was beginning to see how this live video thing worked. A producer –
 Bernie something, I think –  I’d worked for as a film AD ... was producing the taping of the 
Anne Frank Memorial Concert at St. John the Divine on the 14th. I shamelessly begged him to 
hire me as Associate Director for the shoot but he said he couldn’t do it. He needed a guy with 
experience on this type of shoot and as good a film AD as he thought I was, this was a different 
animal altogether. As I said a few pages ago, [omitted] the film AD and the live video AD are 
radically different jobs with different skill sets. I fruitlessly pled my case explaining how much 
I’d learned directing these shows. He said that there was a big difference between a two camera 
shoot in a living room and a ten camera shoot in a cathedral. I admitted that he was right about 
that and left.

On the eighth or ninth of June Bernie called me. 
“Did you once tell me you had a degree in music?” he asked. 
“Yes.” 
“Can you read an orchestra score?” 
“Yes.”
“You get the job.”
This is the only time in my life that my college degree actually resulted in employment. 

The director needed an associate who could alert him to certain imminent musical passages – 
such as, say, a viola solo – that he wanted to cover with one of the roving, hand-held cameras.

I asked him to get me scores and recordings of all the big stuff and an hour later a mes-
senger arrived with a large package containing scores and cassette tapes of Mendelssohn's String 
Symphony No. 1 and the Andante from his String Symphony No. 9, Lucas Foss' Elegy for Anne 
Frank and Schubert's ''Unfinished'' Symphony. The Foss was a rehearsal tape since this event 
was the composition’s debut.



With my Walkman, my headphones and the Mendelssohn #1 score spread out on the din-
ing room table I went to work. I had not looked at a full orchestra score for over twenty-five 
years. These things are monstrous with a staff of music for every instrument in the orchestra. ...

What I was hearing and what I was seeing had no comprehensible relationship. I felt 
panic rising in my stomach.

So I started at the beginning again and on the third or fourth pass I had an epiphany. 
Abruptly I could see what was going into my ears. The old neural pathways that had long lain 
dormant, filled with cobwebs suddenly opened and the sense of relief was epic. I could read 
again.

... On the day, I arrived at St. John’s - just seventeen blocks from home – at 10:00 AM 
and found the production manager. The crew was running cables, setting up cameras and lights – 
I knew a few of the grips and electricians – and other than the shape of the cameras and their tri-
pods, it could have been a film shoot so I was right at home. 

The control room truck was there so I went in and introduced myself to the TD (Techni-
cal Director) and other techs who were checking their equipment and positioning the cameras. ...

Once inside it was easy to forget that you weren’t in a studio control room.

Bernie was right, this was a whole different animal. I told the guys that I was a virgin and 
would take all the help I could get, explaining that I was a film AD and had some live switching 
experience but nothing on this scale. I had long since learned the idiocy of trying to fake it in 
situations like this. ... [The director and I] talked for a while about how it was going to go and he 
told me that my main job would be the positioning of three hand-held cameras in conjunction 
with keeping him apprised of what was coming up musically, much as Bernie had set me up. I 
showed him one of the scores with my highlighter markings with camera cues. He was impressed 
by my preparation but the score may as well have been an ancient Sumerian scroll. But he joked, 
“That’s why you’re here.” I liked the guy.

We went inside the cathedral to figure out camera positions.



The interior is immense.

The world’s largest* Gothic cathedral, St. John the Divine has been a work in progress 
since 1892. Its sheer size is amazing enough – a nave that stretches two football fields and a seat-
ing capacity of 5,000. It would be full that night.

* Some sources say it’s second in size to the Cathedral in Seville.

... By 2:00 most of the cameras were in place, the stage was up and almost lit so we broke 
for lunch with a camera rehearsal scheduled for 3:00.

I must admit to a bit of apprehension at this point. I was not used to being the newby. I 
was nearly fifty-four years old and an experienced professional ... at something else. I had talked 
and wheedled my way into this gig and was harboring some doubt about my ability to cut it. But 
I was here now and it was happening so I ate my burger and tried to relax. 

... [The rest of this story is in the book.]

Between 1972 and 1991 I was involved in the production of  over 1,000 
commercials plus numerous short films and TV movies. The sample above 
touches on just thirteen of  these shoots.

Need I say more?

BB, October 2013, NYC
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